From: [redacted]@vde.com
Sent: mercredi 28 juin 2023 15:47
To: [redacted] (CAB-VESTAGER)
Subject: AW: Elements for G7 Code of Conduct on AI / suggestion

Dear [redacted],

11:00 on Monday 3rd works well. Looking forward to the WebEx invite from you.

All the best,

[redacted]
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Von: [redacted]@ec.europa.eu
Gesendet: Dienstag, 27. Juni 2023 14:30
An: [redacted]@vde.com
Betreff: RE: Elements for G7 Code of Conduct on AI / suggestion

Dear [redacted],

Thanks for your message and the suggested slots. After checking Werner’s agenda, I could propose a virtual exchange on 3rd of July at 11:00-11:30 (CET/Brussels time). For all the other days, the agenda is very complicated.

If you agree, I am able to send a WebEx link but happy to receive one on another platform if you wish so.

Could you please let me know if there are other participants in the meeting and their names?
For transparency purposes, this meeting will be published in the Transparency Register of the European Commission. Please make sure your organisation is duly registered.

The Cabinet does not intend to communicate actively on the content of this meeting. However, in line with Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001, minutes can be made accessible to the public upon request (without any disclosure of protected interests).

Looking forward to hearing from you.

With kind regards,

From: @vde.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2023 1:30 PM
To: @ec.europa.eu>
Subject: Re: Elements for G7 Code of Conduct on AI / suggestion

Dear

thank you very much for organising a slot for Werner and myself.

For a virtual conversation, the following slots would be possible on my side:
- 3rd July between 8:30 and 11:45
- 5th July between 8:30 and 9:30
- 7th July any time after 15:30
- 10th July between 14:00 and 15:15

For a physical meeting in Brussels (or a virtual conversation), I could suggest –
- 14th July any time after 12:30
- 17th July any time before 15:30

Best regards,

Gesendet von Outlook für iOS
Dear [Name],

Following the exchange below, I am at your disposal to arrange a meeting if you suggest a timeframe and which is the preferred format of the exchange.

Looking forward to hearing from you.

Kindly,

Werner

---

From: STENGG Werner (CAB-VESTAGER) @ec.europa.eu
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2023 12:14 PM
To: @vde.com>
Cc: @ec.europa.eu>
Subject: RE: Elements for G7 Code of Conduct on AI / suggestion

Dear [Name],

Many thanks for reaching out! I would indeed be most interested in discussing this with you. My assistant, [Name] can help find a mutually acceptable time slot some time next week.

With kind regards

Werner

---

From: @vde.com>
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2023 11:38 PM
To: STENGG Werner (CAB-VESTAGER) @ec.europa.eu>
Subject: Elements for G7 Code of Conduct on AI / suggestion

Dear Mr Stengg,
suggested that I contact you regarding the drafting of a G7 code of conduct for generative AI. I understand that you are leading the effort to come up with an initial proposal.

From my perspective as –
- the Chair of the committee developing the harmonised standards for the EU AI Act (CEN-CENELEC JTC21),
- the Co-Chair of the AI Risk and Accountability expert group at OECD
- a driving force behind the OECD Generative AI policy challenge
- the initiator and Chair of a 2021/22 European working group on “Trust in the European Digital Space in the age of automated bots and fakes”

there are a number of inputs and sparring I might be able to contribute to your effort.

Within my own organisation (VDE) I have been leading work on responses to generative AI already since 2018 (the year of Deepfakes), with an increasing focus on the need to build privacy-protecting identity and trust infrastructures. This appears to be one of very few sustainable ways of countering AI-automated bots and disinformation and thus bolster the resilience of democratic as well as economic systems.

A G7 code of conduct would benefit from taking account some of the insights gained in this earlier work.

Would it make sense to have a conversation in the next few weeks, or for me to contribute to any workshops or discussions you might set up?

Best regards,

-----
CEN-CENELEC JTC 21 AI
vde.com
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